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Annotasiya. Mazkur ilmiy maqolada jamiyatimizda yangi kasb-hunar turlarining 

paydo bo‘lishi, tilshunosligimizda kasbiy atamalarning ishlab chiqilishi va faollashuvi 

yoritilgan. Tilshunoslarni kasbiy juft so‘zning leksik-semantik sohasida ikki leksemaning 

umumiy qo‘llanilishi qiziqtiradi. Inson faoliyatini tavsiflovchi atama va iboralarning 

rivojlanishi tilga “assimilyatsiya” atamasining kirib kelishi bilan bog‘liq. Terminologiya, 

aslida, nutqimizda muayyan soha yoki ishlab chiqarish sohasida lisoniy birliklarning 

paydo bo'lishi, shakllanishi, tarkibi va qo'llanilishini o'rganadigan va tahlil qiladigan 

sohadir. 

Kalit so`zlar: atamashunoslik, kasb-hunar, tilshunoslik, so`zlarni o`zlashtirish, 

terminologiya, terminologiya, terminologiya, funksional lug`at. 

Аннотация. Эта научная статья описывает появление в нашем обществе 

новых профессий, развитие и активизацию профессиональных терминов в нашей 

лингвистике. Лингвистов интересует общее употребление двух лексем в лексико-

семантическом поле слова профессиональная пара. Развитие терминов и 

словосочетаний, описывающих деятельность человека, связано с введением в язык 

термина «ассимиляция». Терминология - это фактически отрасль, которая изучает 

и анализирует возникновение, формирование, состав и использование языковых 

единиц в определенной области или области производства в нашей речи. 

Ключевые слова: терминология, профессия, языкознание, усвоение слов, 

терминология, терминология, терминология, функциональная лексика. 

Abstract. This scientific article describes the emergence of new professions in our 

society, the development and activation of professional terms in our linguistics. Linguists 

are interested in the general use of two lexemes in the lexical-semantic field of the word 

professional pair. The development of terms and phrases that describe human activity is 

associated with the introduction of the term "assimilation" into the language. Terminology 

is actually the branch that studies and analyzes the emergence, formation, composition, 

and use of language units belonging to a particular field or field of production in our 

speech. 

Keywords: terminology, profession, linguistics, assimilation words, terminology, 

terminology, terminology, functional vocabulary. 

Introduction. In the National Encyclopedia of Uzbekistan, the word “atama” is 

now widely used with words such as "term", "terminology". However, these words do not 

fully interpret the word “term”. According to the encyclopedia, the word "term" is used to 

refer to geographical objects, well-known names, while the word "term" is mostly used in 
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historical texts. However, O. Akhmedov distinguishes the concepts of "atama", "term", 

"terminology", "nomenclature", and the terms have a common lexical-semantic pattern, 

which is transferred to the vernacular through a certain terminological system. After all, 

terms and common words are complementary lexical units ... ” Language units are those 

that serve to enrich and shape language vocabulary using terms. 

Nowadays, the field of terminology is developed  in linguistics until the 1960s, 

scholars conducted research on such concepts as “terminological system” (D.S. Lotte), 

“terminological field” (L.A. Kapanadze). In particular, D. As Sageder puts it: “Rapid 

development and the advancement of technology required not only the appearing of new 

concepts, but also an agreement on the use of terms. As a practical result, terminological 

work began to be organized within certain specialized areas (specialties). 

Therefore, Russian scholar A.V. Superanskaya explains the term as follows: “The 

term is a special word that is accepted in a particular professional activity and used in 

certain areas, conditions. A term is a concept that is part of a system of concepts that is a 

specific area of professional knowledge and is expressed in words. The term is a basic 

conceptual element of a language intended for special purposes. Within its own 

terminological field, the term is used in a sense. The same terms used in different fields 

are homonyms. The term requires a special definition in order to be understood correctly”. 

The official recognition of the concept of "terminology" at a scientific symposium at 

Lomonosov Moscow State University was a great achievement. From this time the rapid 

development of this field in 1969 was achieved. 

Research methodology. Linguists present many scientific views in order to 

regulate and classify the system of terminology. In particular, Sven Jakobson classifies 

the concept of terminology as follows: "... the lack of standardization in the terminology 

of the social sciences has led to an unlimited increase in new concepts in a number of 

disciplines." In his article "Three types of terminologies" the scientist systematizes the 

terminology and  there are three types of classification of terms in different areas: 

a) academic or professional terminology that is subject to standardization, allows to avoid 

misinterpretation, and is highly compatible as a result of terms and extralinguistic factors; 

b) academic or professional terminology that has a greater impact on the active use of 

the term by the user; 

c) terminology that occurs in the periphery of the terminological system and the common 

language, and in many cases has a developmental orientation similar to that of ordinary 

language, despite attempts to normalize it. 

The article emphasizes that the terms of the first round are of great importance for 

science and technology. 

Analysis and results. The lexical meaning of the terms belonging to the Uzbek 

language can identify the performer of the activity and also divide it into lexical-semantic 

groups: 

For example, we call people engaged in weaving activities as chitfurush (person who 

prepare materials with cotton), shoyifurush (person who prepare materials with silk) , 

shopkeeper, ghazalafurush (person who prepare materials), seller and so on.  
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The development of society gives an impact on modern linguistics. Along with the 

emergence of new fields, the entry of language units belonging to them into the language 

dictionary and their assimilation into human activity are closely related phenomena. 

It is known that in recent days the attention of linguists has been drawn to the 

introduction and formation of terms in the field of computer science, economics, politics, 

law and medicine. 

If we analyze many terms related to the banking and financial system in Uzbek 

and English, we will be interested in how the terms of banking and finance, exchange, 

which are available in English, are expressed in Uzbek, their stages of formation and 

development. Common terms in banking and finance, which are the main part of the 

economy: currency market – валюта бозори; gross national product – умумий миллий 

маҳсулот; global quota –  умумий квота are divided into separate groups. 

As far as we know, there are many meaningful words in the vocabulary of the 

language. Such ambiguous terms are “banking and financial terms are special 

polysemantic lexical units. For example: "quote" - 1) the contribution of participants in 

the production or sale of a national or international association under the relevant 

agreement; 2) the country's contribution to the charter capital or capital of an international 

economic or financial-monetary organization; 3) the tax rate levied per unit of taxation; 

4) part, contribution, norm, quantitative restrictions of something » 

The widespread use of terms related to social spheres in the lexicon of language 

increases their level of belonging to a particular field in a narrow sense. 

Today, along with the development and improvement of the Uzbek economy, there 

are a number of problems with the direct introduction of economic terms. 

The development and improvement of terminology in the Uzbek economy took 

place in two stages: the lexicon of the Uzbek language develops on the basis of other 

language elements (foreign language words and phrases). Often includes terms learned 

from Persian-Tajik, Arabic, and Russian; the second stage is the formation of new terms 

using existing word-formation tools in the Uzbek lexicon. 

In the English lexicon, Internet terms are mainly in the form of equestrian 

compounds, ie “internet + horse” are complex internet terms: broadcast, keyword, key 

shelf, keycap, fieldbus, datagram, chatbot, chatterbot, card bus, backbone, checkpoint and 

other languages. Numerous studies have shown that these terms have come from common 

vocabulary or other field terminology and have become internet terms as a result of the 

shift in meaning: checkpoint, checksum, callback, databank and others. 

Conclusion. Indeed, the role of terms in the development, formation and content of 

linguistics is incomparable. The terms used in each field are mainly formed in the speech 

of the representatives of that field and become a means of interaction. 

We know that terms frequently used in the speech of existing field representatives 

may mean an incomprehensible or abstract concept by other distant field representatives: 

For example: in linguistics: assimilation, reduction, dissertation, lexicography. 

If we analyze the lexical-semantic properties of terms, the term differs primarily in 

terms of sema (meaning). The ambiguity and scientific significance of the term differs in 
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the order in which it is used in speech. This is because determining the extent and extent 

of the use of terms attracts the attention of many researchers. 

The rapid development of technology in society is leading to the emergence of new 

professions and activities, as well as the introduction of terms, terms and language units 

in speech. 
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